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January 22, 1991 EPA-SAB-EPEC-91-00J

The Honorable. William Reilly
Administrator
u.s. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M. street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Mr. Reilly:

The Ecoregions subcommittee of the Science Advisory
Board (SAB) has completed its review of the Ecoregions Concept
that was developed by scientists from the Environmental Research
Laboratory at Corvallis, Oregon. Ecoregions are geographic areas
that have similar variations in selected environmental
Characteristics. These environmental characteristics (e.g.,
chemical hardness of water and precipitation) are important
determinants of the types of biota that can exist in an ecoregion
and the quality that the environmental resource can attain.
Several states have already used the Ecoregion concept to
delineate areas for water quality management and pollution
control. In addition, several Federal resource agencies are
considering using the Ecoregion Concept to manage land and forest
resources and other EPA programs are considering regulatory uses.

The Subcommittee met on April 16-18, 1990, to review and
evaluate the Ecoregion Concept and hear the experiences of three
states (Arkansas, Ohio, and Minnesota), the Nature conservancy,
and Environment Canada. The Subcommittee was asked to address
the following charge:

. a. Can the Ecoregion concept produce defensible and
reprOducible classifications for any size areas?

b. Is the biogeographic and ecological science embodied in
the ecoregion concept developed well enough for states
to USe this concept in their water standards program?

c. What are some current and/or future applications?
d. ~at research is needed?



..

The Subcommittee believes that the Ecoreqion concept is a
defensible claasitication technique for large areas (covering one
or more states) that is superior to the classification methods
that are currently used by most environmental managers. EPA is
to be commended for its accomplishments and leadership in
developing and promotinq the use and understanding of the
concept. We have recently learned that EPA plans to cut
ecoreqion research program in order to meet this years bUdget.
The Subcommittee believes that such a decision would be
unfortunate because it is one the few techniques available to
address ecoloqical issues on a broad regional and global scale
that is needed to reduce ecological riskS. In addition, many
states that plan to use this concept need technical support that
can be sustained through an active research program.

Several states have demonstrated that the Ecoregions Concept
also has application as a water quality management tool within
states. The Subcommittee believes that states need assistance
from EPA in applying the Ecoregion Concept to the development of
water quality criteria and standards to promote reproducible
reSUlts. In a few cases, states have developed biological
criteria for those areas. The Subcommittee did not review the
basis for biological criteria for water quality; rather it
recommends that a separate review be made of the concepts and
technical guidance for biological criteria. In addition, more
technical guidance and assistance is needed to help users address
complex problems such as rivers that cross ecoreqion boundaries.

The Subcommittee conCluded that the Ecoregion Concept has
many other potentially useful applications. In addition to the
water quality management uses, land, wildlife, and timber
management have been aided by this regionali~ation approach which
helps to identify areas of similar ecological potential. Some
regulatory programs are considering using ecoreqions to designate
areas for chemical releases. In the future, ecoregions may be
useful to develop the criteria for multimedia or cluster
regulatory approaches. Finally the Ecoregions Concept may have
application to identify areas for monitoring and assessment
activities, inclUding the Environmental Monitorinq and Assessment
Program (EMAP).

Further research and evaluation is needed on the Ecoregion
Concept which should inClude the following: a pilot test to
determine whether and to What degree ecoregions perform better
than other less sophisticated regionali~ations, methods for
defining and locating boundaries, methods for selecting reference
sites, and formal procedures for delineating and subdividing
ecoregions. We recommend that much of the research on
ecoregions be coordinated with EMAP.
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Althouqh ~e expect that the proqram office will address all
of the issue. pre.ented in this report, we particularly direct
your attention to the followinq ones:

- the lack of support for'research or technical
assistance and. specific written guid.ance that is essential
for states and. other potential users.

-the potential applications of the ecoreqion concept to many
resource management issues, includinq strateqies for
reducing risk.

-the need. for objective proced.ures to select reference
sites, define boundaries, and subdivide ecoregions.

The SAB appreciates the opportunity to cond.uct this
scientific review and. looks forward. to receiving your response to
the scientific advice transmitted herein.

sincerely,

~!

Dr. R ymond Loehr, Chairman
Exeoutive Committee
soience Ad.visory Board.
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Dr. Kenneth Diokson, Chairman
Eoologioal Prooesses and
Effects Committee
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u.s. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

NOTICE

This report has been written as a part of the activities of
the science Advisory Board, a public advisory group providing
extramural scientific information and advice to the Administrator
and other officials of the Environmental Protection Agency. The
Board is structured to provide a balanced expert assessment of
scientific matters related to problems facing the Agency. This
report has not been reviewed for approval by the Agency; and,
hence, the contents of this report do not necessarily represent
the views and policies of the Environmental Protection Agency or
other agencies in Federal government. Mention of trade names or
commercial products does not constitute a recommendation for use.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the conelusions and reeommendations of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Aqeney's Seienee Advisory Board
followinq a review of EPA researeh on the Ecoreqion Concept and
presentation of the reSUlts of its application for water quality
manaqement by three states. The Eeoreqion Concept is method of
dividinq larqe qeographie areas in reqions or subunits in which
the variability of seleeted eeological and physical
charaeteristics is less than that of the entire area. The
Ecoreqion Concept,' as published by EPA, is beinq used by states
for water quality manaqement. The prineipal concerns of the
subcommittee are that limited quidance and documentation is
available to users for defininq and locatinq the boundaries and
establishinq adequate reference sites and that informal methods
are used to subdivide areas. The Subcommittee endorsed the
concept but recommended that EPA renew and sustain its research
in critical areas, conduct a pilot project to eompare the
effectiveness of Ecoregions with other reqionalization
teehniques, and develop a user quidance with case studies to
assist future applications.

Key Wor4': Ecoregions; Regionalization; Environmental
Management.
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EPA has conducted extensive research to develop Ecoregions
of the conterminous United States (omernik. 1987). Ecoregions
are derived qualitatively by geographers working with
environmental scientists and they show areas where several
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environmental variables are more similar within a region than
between reqion.. Ecoregions have been used by several states,
with support trom EPA, as a tramework tor environmental quality
management and pollution control. EPA's research program on the
development ot the Ecoregion concept was completed in June, 1989.

The Ecoregions Subcommittee was asked to review the
Ecoregion concept for scientific merit, adequacy for use by
states, other potential applications, and to identify research
needs. The review was conducted at Corvallis, Oregon in April,
1990 included briefings by the developers of the Ecoregion
concept and presentations by several state users and a scientist
from Environment Canada. In support of the research and its
applications, EPA and collaborating scientists have published
more than twenty peer reviewed articles over a five year period
which were consulted as part of this review.

overall, the Subcommittee finds that the Ecoregion concept
is defensible for classifying large (multi-state) areas when used
by skilled professionals. EPA is to be commended for its
accomplishments and leadership in developing and promoting the
use and understanding of the concept. The Subcommittee believes
that the Ecoregion Concept will lead to a method of SUbdividing
geographic areas that is superior to the methods that are
currently used by most environmental managers. The Subcommittee
believes that it is unfortunate that after promoting the method
and eliciting interest among state and Federal users, EPA has
stopped its'research on the concept and eliminated its efforts
toward technoloqy transfer. The Subcommittee further notes that
continued research is in keeping with the new emphasis on
ecology, in general, in the "Reducing Risk ••• " report of the
SAB. The Subcommittee recommends that EPA develop a pilot
project with the explicit aim of determining Whether and to what
degree defined ecoregions perform better than other less
sophisticated regionalizations in ecological management.

Several states have used the omernik Ecoregions as a basis
for dividing their states into water quality use areas and in a
few cases, they have developed biological criteria for those
SUbdivisions. While the state record of achievement is good, it
was developed under the tutelage of EPA, and several topics
require further research and testing: the definition and location
of boundari••, selection and nUmber of reference sites, and
formal procedures for delineating and sUbdividing ecoreqions.
Due to these research needs, the lack ot quantitative methods for
testing regionalizations and limited user guidance, the
sUbcommittee believes that a relatively high level of expertise
is required to prOduce defensible and reproducible subdivisions
within state areas. The Subcommittee recommends that EPA develop
guidance and analyze the results of past applications of .
ecoregions to assist future use by the states. The Subcommittee
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_.
did not review th. basis for the states' biological criteria;
however, it recomaends that a separate review be .ad. of
biocriteria. perhaps after technical support documents become
available. -

The Subcommittee concluded that the Ecoregion Concept has
many potential useful applications. In addition to the water
quality management uses, land and timber management have been
aided by this regionalization approach which helps to identify
areas of similar ecological potential. In some cases, ecoregion
boundaries may replace political boundaries that are used by some
regulatory programs to designate areas for restricted chemical
uses. In the future, the Ecoregion Concept may be used to
develop criteria for multimedia regulations. Finally the
Ecoregions Concept may be used to identify areas for monitoring
and assessment activities, including the Environmental Monitoring
and Assessment Program (EMAP).

2.0 INTRODUCTIOM

EPA has conducted extensive research on the techniques for
identifying environmental regions that can be used for ecosystem
management. Most of the research on regionalization in EPA has
been conducted at the office of Research and Development (ORO)
Environmental Research Laboratory (ERL) at corvallis, Oregon. In
1987, EPA published maps in the peer reviewed literature of
Ecoregions for the Conterminous United states (omernik, 1987).
EPA has worked with several states to apply the concept to the
water quality standards process (Gallant, et al., 1989). Even
though EPA's effort on the Ecoregion Concept ceased; however,
several states and EPA program offices are now investigating
further applications of the Ecoregion concept. Recently, the
Office of Water (OW) established a policy (EPA, 1990) that
encourages states to develop biological criteria for water
quality protection. The Ecoregion concept is being used by
states in the development of biological criteria.

The Science Advisory Board was aware of the widespread and
growing interest and potential applications of the Ecoregion
Concept. In December 1989, the SAB agreed to undertake this
review becaus. the ecoregion concept is being used by other
Federal agencies, several states, and potentially could be used
by many oth.rs. Furthermore the concept is closely related to
the new and developing field of landscape ecology.

The review was assigned to the Ecological Processes and
Effects committee (EPEC) by the Executive Committee of the SAB.
EPEC formed the Ecoregions SUbcommittee to conduct the review.
The review was hosted by the U.S. EPA Environmental Research
Laboratory at Corvallis, Oregon on April 16-18, 1990.
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The SUbcomaitte. received an informal charqe from the Office
of Environaent~l Processes and Effects Research that was modified
by the Subcommittee at the review meetinq to reflect the concerns
of the EPA researchers and the needs of the state users of the
Ecoregion Concept. The Subcommittee accepted the charge to
address the following questions:

a. can the Ecoregion Concept be used to establish
defensible and reproducible classifications for any
size areas? What is the nature and extent of the
uncertainty associated with establishing boundaries?

b. Is the biogeographic and ecological science embodied in
the Ecoregion Concept developed well enough to justify
states using this concept in their water quality
standards program? Are there limitations or
qualifications Which should be noted as part of such an
application?

c. What are some current and/or tuture applications which
one might envision for the Ecoregion Concept?

d. What research is needed to develop the concept further
and assure the validity of its results?

2.2 Subcommittee Revi.. Procedure••

The Agency provided the Subcommittee with a number of
pUblications and reports (see Literature cited) Which were
reviewed by the sUbcommittee members in preparation for the
evaluation. From the background material, the subcommittee
developed preliminary impressions and questions for follow-up at
the review. Nearly two days of presentations were made at the
review, including a report from Canada on their use of ecological
regions and the experience of three states that had used the
Qmernik (1987) ecoregions as a basis for defining use
attainability and biological criteria as part of their water
quality standards program. One af the States had used ecoregians
to classify lakes. .

3.0 BVALUa"IOR OI'TBJI EC01U!lGIOII COIICBn

The concept of ecoregians has continued to evolve from the
original term of crowley (1967) and the first mapped
classification of ecological regions of the united States by
Bailey (1976). The Ecoregian concept is a special method of
regionalization for subdividing a geographic area into reqians
relative homogeneity in ecological systems or in relationships
between organisms and their environments. The resUlting
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eco~egions can p~ovide a valuable f~amewo~k fo~ environmental
resou~ce manage~s and scientists to use for monitoring,
assessment, and control measu~es. This is unto~unate since the
development ot~Eco~egions Concept by the Co~allis ERL was done
with modest tinancial suppo~ f~om ORO and the Office of wate~,

however, since June 1989 there has been no active research
program on the Ecoregions Concept. The development of the
Ecoregions Concept is an example of creative and proactive
scientific research in the Agency. OV.r.ll, the Subcommitt••
finds th.t Bcor.gions and region.li••tion .re v.luabl. conc.pts
with many pot.nti.lly u••ful .pplic.tion. for .nvironm.ntal
manag...nt, and furth.r the 8ubco.-itte••ncourag•• the Agency to
r ••um. d.velopm.nt and t ••ting of the conc.pt to •••••• it.
str.ngth. and limitation. for furth.r applic.tion••

EPA has used the ~egionalization p~ocess to develop several
different kinds of ecoregions, ranging from single variable maps
of alkalinity regions for the acid rain program to maps (Omernik,
1987) which describe areas of similar vegetative and hydrological
characteristics. The Omernik ecoregions were used to illustrate
applications by states and were the primary focus for this
review. However, the comments in this report can be broadly
applied to any form of regionalization, and ecoregions are not
restricted to those specifically developed by omernik.

3.1 Validity of the Icoregion Concept

The Subcommittee was asked to assess 1) if the Ecoregion
Concept could be used to establish defensible and reproducible
classifications for any size areas and 2) the uncertainty and
decisions associated with establishing ecoregion boundaries.

EPA must demonstrate not only that the Ecoregion Concept
is useful but that it outperforms other forms of regionalizaticn
in its particular applications. This is a challenging task. It
is important to find out where ecoregions perform well and where
they do not, and it is worth expending significant resources on
this effort.

The Ecoregion Concept is based on the premise, long a tenet
in the professions of geography and environmental sciences, that
the world becomes more understandable when its surface is dividei
into logical units based on some process, feature or activity.
The varianc. of selected pa~ameters within these units is
reduced. Local outliers are more easily discernible (if local
data, independent of the ecoregion map are available).

The Subcommittee considers classification and
regionalization (mapping) to be an eVOlving process.
Regionalization often depends on assumptions, jUdgments, opinicr5
and some data and it is not easily quantified. The initial
regionalization schemes are developmental and need more testinq.
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As experience is gained an~as different sets of regions are
evaluated with respect to different questions, particular schemes
should become more readily supported by facts and amenable to
quantification.

3.1.1 Geographic Considerations.

Many professional jUdgments were made to develop the omernik
(198?) ecoregions. These include judgments on the appropriate
variables, ecoregion size, the number of sUbdivisions,
contiguity, hierarchy, homOgeneity and unique assignment. The
implications of these jUdgement for users of ecoregions are
detailed in the following paragraphs.

3.1.1.1 Variables. The Omernik ecoregions are based broadly
on four primary variables: land surface form, soils, natural
vegetation and land use. A continuum of possible
regionalizations can exist. At one end are special-purpose
regionalizations based on single variables, e.g., soils, and
serving limited purposes. At the other end is a regionalization
based on all climatic and geological variables which attempts to
serve all purposes. By usinq four primary variable. IUld choosin9
others in some situations, EPA made deQisions which QIUl limit the
future appliQations and subdivisions of the reqionali.ation .ap.
SUQh limitations or special precautions shoUld be explained and
documented to quide further user. of the map.

3.1.1.·2 Ecoregion Size. Gallant et a1. (1989) indicated
that there may be areas Where the mapped numerical field data do
not correspond with the distribution of environmental features.
They suggest that it may be useful to map such areas as separate
regions if they are of comparable size to other regions being
mapped. This advice is someWhat confusing, because the nature of
geographic variation sU9gests that minimizing heterogeneity will
not lead to regions of similar area. In fact quite the opposite
is true. Geography consists of large areas of uniformity, with
relatively small areas of complex variation, so a regionalization
based on minimizing heterogeneity would lead to very high
variability in region size. Perhaps the authors shOUld clarify
their definition of comparable size areas.

3.1.1.3 IDlmher of subdivisions. It is possible to divide
the surface of the United States into any number of regions.
There is a simple monotonic relationship between the number of
regions and their homogeneity. More regions will always result
in less heterogeneity or a more accurate representation of true
spatial distributions (Jensen et aL, 1989) within each region.
For example, one might specify the number of regions indirectly
by deciding that a certain mean region area was desirable for
management purposes. The criteria need not be scientific. The
Subcommittee recommeDds that the criteria used to e.ttbli.h the
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number ot .ubdivi.ion. be laid out a• .-plioitly a. po••ible.

The consensus of the numerical taxonomy literature (see for
example Sneath, P.H. and R.R. Sokal Numerical Taxonomy, San
Francisco, Freeman, 1973; Jardine, N. and R. Sibson Mathematical
Taxonomy New York, Wiley, 1971.) is that there is no
satisfactory, objective way of defining the number of regions or
clusters "naturally" present in data. Information is iost When
the specific attributes of a ease are replaced by the attributes
of a cluster, and the information loss increases from zero, when
every case is its own cluster, to a maximum when all cases belong
to one cluster. The increase is monotonic on most measures of
information loss, even though measures can be devised for which
that is not true (e.g., the slope of the so-called "scree"
diagram) .

3.1.1.4 contiguity. If places are classified solely on the
basis of the characteristics present, then When the classes are
mapped, the resulting regions may not be contiguous (singly
bounded). One class may consist of several islands, such as the
Western Forested Mountains Ecoregion (Omernik, 1987). It is
possible to require single boundedness, but in general 10 singly
bounded regions will not be as homogeneous as 10 unconstrained
classes. The deoi.ion a. to When to require .ingle-boundedness
is an important part ot the regionali.ation proces., which should
be explained in docuaentation .upporting the regionalization.

3.1.1.5 Hierarchy. Geography is characterized by the
expression "the closer you look, the more you see". It is
appealing to think that subregions are hierarchically nested
within one region. By subdividing regions into smaller and
smaller areas, we can capture a closer and closer approximation
to the truth. However, hierarchical nesting is not a natural
property of regions, but rather an artifact of the
regionalization process. For example, on a broad scale of
regionalization, using data or maps with low resolution, data for
several parameters may be aggregated so that a boundary line may
represent a zone of transition for a single linear feature (e.g.,
elevation). At a finer scale of regionalization, data may be
aggregated for individual parameters and there will be more
SUbregions. And it is likely that the zone of transition between
regions will become one or more subregions. In SUch cases, two
or more regions may have areas that are common to a single
subregion. In principle, then, SUbdividing large regions does
not always allow us to locate boundaries of the subregions more
accurately. Therefore, imposing hierarchical nesting on the
different levels of regionalization may be useful from a
management perspective, but may be more likely to conflict with
the accurate representation of spatial variation. Thu. one must
weigh the de.irability ot having ne.ted regions again.t the ne.d
tor greater accuraoy.
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3•1. 1. 6 Homogeneity.Al~ough 1t is natural to assUllIe that
region. are "defined by uniform Characteristics, it; is not
uncommon for a region to be defined as a mixture of substantially
differentcharacteristic8. For example, the "ridge and valley
province" i. uniform in its intermin~ling of two very different
landforlllS. 'One of the 4echion. to lie II&de in ••ttinq the qoa18
of • reqionali••tioD activity is the 4eqr•• to which h~en.ity

will be required. This has implications for the definition of
archetypes or reference sites, since there may be no archetypical
location in a region that is defined by a mixture of
characteristics.

3.1.1.7 Unique Assignment. The reqionalization for
Ecoregions assi~s each location on the earth's surface to
exactly one elass, and thus it has precis. linear boundaries.
But for scientific purposes it is possible to work with other
MOdels of regionalization. We mi~ht, for example, define a
number of reference sites across the United States typifying its
geo~raphical variation, and then characterize each location of
interest by its similarity to the reference sltes. presumably
each place would be similar to more than one, but not to all
reference sites. From a scientific perspective this is perhaps a
more effective way of characterizing multivariate spatial
distributions than re~ionalization. While such an approach is
More diffiCUlt to map, modern spatial database technology makes
it feasible usin~ digital information. Th. u••ful~••s of o~.

approach ov.r ano~h.r for .uvirona.utal .anaq..en~ and .cological
research shOUld be evaluated by a w.ll-designed pilo~ ~••~.

3.1.2 .Icoloqigal co~.i4.ra~ioDs.

As mentioned earlier, the process of ecoregion definition
must be an evolutionary one. Ecoregions can be distinguished by
measuring the variance of indicators of ecol~ical condition or
health and designat1n~ reference sites in which those indicators
exhibit nominal conditions. The BDvironaental Ho~itori~q and
Ass.....nt Proqr.. (BJCMl) will be ••••vinq a vari.~y of
.coloqical indioator. aoros. the Dation aud i~ coUld provide a
useful fram.work for t ••~i~q aud r.fininq the Bcoreqion CODC.pt.

The attributes on which some ecore~1ons are determined may
chan~e over time. The two most obvious changin~ conditions are
land~use and vegetative successional states, but Climate may also
change. ThUI, dependin~ upon the scale of resolution, re~ional

delineation may also need to change. BPA should provide a4vic.
to the user. for aOllitorinq to 4.t.raill. vhllll the odqillal
r.qiollalhatioJl is 110 10nqe:rvali4 for its i~teu4.d purpose u4
how one sho~ld go abOut alt.ring the r.qion.li.atioD.

3.2 Use of Ecoregions for Water Quality Management
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The SubCaMmittee was asked to evaluate whether the
bioqeoqrapbical and ecoloqical sciences embodied in the Ecoregion
Concept are well enough developed to justify states using this
concept in their water quality management program.

The Subcommittee responded to this request with positive
but reserved reactions. The effort is an innovative approach to
environmental quality management. It is potentiallY very useful
in recognizing deviation of ecosystems, from a regional norm, in
response to changing water, soil and air quality. It provides a
sounder (and much more equitable) basis than is currently used
(state boundaries) for establishing environmental quality
standards for defined ecosystems within an ecoregion context.

The Subcommittee have had reservations about the use of
ecoregions by states because additional guidance is needed to
assist them with selection of reference sites, resolution of
boundaries, and further subregionalization of the omernik
ecoregions. While several states have successfully applied
ecoregions in their water quality standard programs, they have
had substantial assistance from EPA. Currently, it is unclear
what type of assistance will be available for state needs in the
future. Therefore, the Subcommittee recommend. that EPA develop
guidance for states to use ecoregions and provide technical
assistance .s vell.

3.2.1 Reference sites. It is important to use regional
reference sites when the Ecoregion concept is applied to protect
ecosystems. The biological, physical and chemical
characteristics of these regional reference sites can be used to
establish the recovery potential for impacted aquatic systems in
the same ecoregion.

Users of the ecoregion concept are instructed to identify
"minimallY impacted sites" (Hughes et a1., 1986) as benchmark
conditions for a specific ecoregion. The Suboommittee strongly
reoommends that EPA develOp user guidance vith oriteria for the
unbiased seleotion and appropriate number of regional reference
sites.

CUrrently, criteria to select regional reference sites may
differ depending on the application of the Ecoregion concept.
For example, it the application is to develop biological criter,.
for impacted stream segments in an Ecoregion, it may be necess,lrf
to identity and monitor only minimally impacted reference sites.
However, it the application of the Ecoregion Concept is to assess
the efficacy ot best management practices for non-point source
pollution control, then the regional reference sites shOUld
represent sites that are impacted by a variety of non-point
source problems of different intensities. In this application,
reference sites provide estimates of biological, chemical and
physical attributes that may be expected using different degree~

9
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of best manag_'h1: practices.'

A stoebastic sampling approach may be used to select
reference sites. In this case using a set of criteria (see for
example Hugh.s et aI, 1986) one would define the universe of
potential reference sites for a particular ecoregion, then use an
unbiased selection process to make the final selection (i.e.,
enumerate all the potential reference sites and then make random
choice of sites).

The number of reference sites is not only a function of the
statistical variance of the selected parameters, but also of the
site of the potential universe of such sites and of the funds
available.

3.2.2 Resolution of Boundaries.

For the Ecoregion Concept, boundaries take on a
critical importance because the interiors of ecoregions are
treated as homogeneous. However, with the exception of perhaps
political boundaries, boundaries of regions are fUtty because
they represent a transition or a gradient of change between
regions. These gradients may differ in steepness.
Regionalization at the required level of resolution can provide
the basis for the extrapolation of results from one basin to
another, from one habitat to another, and from one biological
assemblage to another within a region. Thus, the research
questions are how to define the locations of boundaries, how to
represent them on useful maps, and how to interpret them in the
context of the attributes that define the ecoregion.

Ecoregions can be developed for various spatial scales and
can 'be narrowly or broadly focused depending on the desired
application. A reqionalization scheme that is broad-based and
appropriate for a large variety of uses will most likely be based
on processes which control ecological conditions. For example,
the Dmernik ecoregions represent the controlling processes of
geology and climate (physiography, soils, land use and potential
vegetation). The more variables or maps that support the
location of an ecoregion boundary, the more robust that boundary
should be. Dmernik ecoregions were developed for aquatic
systems: they may be quite useful for terrestrial systems because
the same component data/maps would likely be used: however, the
exact location of some of the boundaries might be different for
terrestrial systems. Specialized ecoreqions also have been
developed and used for acid rain research (alkalinity patterns)
and lake trophic state (phosphorus patterns).

Present ecoregions should continue to be subdivided by
higher resolution boundaries until maps are available at the
appropriate resource level for different applications. Once

10
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ecoregion boundaries are fine tuned to the level that they will
answer the general questions being asked, then the ecoreqions
could be subdivided for specific purposes, e.g., to determine and
monitor prope~aest Management Practices for livestock gra~ing,

logging and road construction, fisheries, and mining. Platts et
al. (submitted, 1990) examined the relationship between
classification and the stream flow requirements which are
necessary to maintain riverine-riparian habitat and valley bottom
type. They recommended a specific sequence of analysis to
classify land to the valley bottom type level of resolution.

The value and usefulness of an ecoregion map improves when
the decisions on geographic characteristics are documented. The
level of confidence for the location and width of a region's
boundary also needs to be documented in the future. The
components that played a primary role in boundary placement can
even be indicated (Clarke et al., SUbmitted, 1990).

3.2.3 SUbdividing Ecoregions.

The most useful approach to ecological regions for a
national framework is a set of broad-based regions at different
spatial scales. An excellent example of such a national
framework is Environment Canada's ecological regions (Wiken 1986)
which have seven levels of regionali~ation classes. These
ecological regions a~e still evolving and are being successfully
used for planning, assessment, and management of many resources
including wildlife, forests, wetlands, agriculture, as well as
for addressing issues such as acid deposition and climate change.
EPA's work with ecoregions provides regions appropriate at the
(1) national scale (7 classes, Omernik and Gallant 1989), (2)
regional scale (57 classes, omernik 1986), and (3) regional/state
scale (Omernik and Gallant 1986, 1987a, 1987b, 1987c, 1988;
Omernik 1987a, 1987b, 1987c). The same regionali~ation process
could be used to develop even smaller ecoregions (higher
resolution) for other uses such as biological criteria.

It is clear that the Ecoregions Concept is more useful for
states if the national map of ecoregions is SUbdivided to reflect
the ecological systems that occur within states. At the state
level, more explicit decisions and criteria are required because
of the proximity to regulatory and planning decisions. Moreover,
there is some advantage for having uniform rules from state to
state. Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that SPA develop a
process for creating subdivisions that is defensible in many if
not all state••

EPA ·should consider subdividing Ecoregion map so maps are
available at the land type and valley bottom type levels of
analysis. To date most time and effort has been spent working at
the national level of ecoregion analysis. This fundamental level
had to be established, but now effort should be directed to
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,4..onstrate tl~~,effeot:i"ene•• "of, rec)'ioD&lhatfoJl: at tile le"el
wllere .tate and local .aD.~..e~t deoisions are ~in~ ..de.

3.2.4 FOrmalization.

ForMalization of the process for delineating ecoreqions and
sUbregions offers the prospect of making the task of creating ,
regional maps more rapid and inexpensive. Regionalizations could
be more reproducible, more nearly uniform, and more objective.
Finally it could define general standards of performance to judge
specific regionalization applications.

In a formalized context, the quality of the product can be
described in terms of uncertainties in quantities, such as
location of boundaries and inhomogeneities between sites within a
given boundary, that are important to management and policy uses
of the product. A paper SUbmitted by Clarke et al provides a
usefUl approach toward documenting the uncertainties associated
with some ecoregion boundaries. The tolerances for uncertainty
in the product can be used to calculate the input data quality
which is required. Once the requirements for input data quality
are known, a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program can be
developed.

The regionalization process should include a formal
objective protocol, with explicit QA/QC standards, and
regionalization maps should include quantitative statements on
their expected performance. Very little has been done, to date,
in the direction of accomplishing this.

3.2.5 Qualitatiye versus Quantitatiye Methods.

The subcommittee did not reach consensus with respect to the
status of currently available methodology for regionalization.
All of the Subcommittee members agreed that a formal, quantified
approach would be desirable in principle, but there was
uncertainty over whether such an approach could be implemented
without further, extensive work on methods development. Some
members felt that the present state of the relevant mathematical
and statistical science and computational technology is adequate
for immediate adoption of a formal quantified method: other
members were not so certain.

Tile SQbae-aitt.e wishes to reiterate that, notwithstanding
the &bs.noe of OODsensus on presently fea.i~le .etho4oloqy tor
regionali••tion, the co_itt.e ".S UDaDiaou. in it. enthusias.
tor the Boorec)'ions Concept. While Omemik Ecoregions, as
presently implemented, rely extensivelY on informal, qualitative
"professional jUdgement", the concept still represents an advance
over other, more sUbjective, frameworks for deciding questions
such as regional standards for attainable environmental quality.

12



The current practice is that delineation on maps is carried
out with some mixture of quantitative and qualitative techniques,
with th.ir respective advantages and disadvantages. Th.
SUbco8ait'" r.c~.ad. th.t future r ••••rch .hould •••t to
i~cr•••• the degr•• of foraality and qu.atifio.tioa, ~y u.i~q

comput.tioD&1 (iacludiag .ultiv.ri.t••tati.tio. and .rtifioi.l
i~t.lliq.ac.) t.chDiqu.. wh.rev.r po••i~l., and ~y .t.tiaq the
implicit •rule.' for the reaaiaiaq qu.lit.tive compoa.at• ••
explicitly •• po••i~le, .0 th.t the reaaiaiaq .argia Of
sUbjectivity can ~e under.tood ~y the us.r. The statistical
properties, inclUding reproducibility, of the boundaries
generated by the state-of-the-art regionalization process should
be quantified, at intervals, as the methods evolve.

3.2.6 Testiag.

Testing of regionalizations presents several important
technical problems related to the difficUlty of dealing with
statistical data in a spatial domain. These problems are evident
in several of the papers dealing with validation. An example of
validating a regionalization hypothesis was discussed in section
3.1.1.7. The results of several applications of ecoregions are
tested and discussed further in appendix A.

While a program or method for quantitative delineation of
regions does not currently exist, it is likely that a few years'
effort could develop such a technique, given the mOdern
accomplishments in computer pattern recognition, computer image
enhancement, and spatial statistics. EPA should demonstrate
that "qualitative" methods are reproducible and attempt to apply
quantitative methods so that the performance of ecoregions
relative to other regionalization schemes can be evaluated.

Regionalization is a potentially powerful method, both for
science and management. It represents a way of viewing spatial
variation which is partiCUlarly valuable when land is classified
into discrete categories. For other types of applications it may
be less appropriate, and certainly should not be seen as a
universal solution to spatial data management. For variables
measured on continuous scales, such as elevation or atmospheric
pressure, contours are a more efficient method of representation
involving much less information loss. However, the map of summer
total phosphorus in lakes in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan
(Omernik et al., 1986) shows a continuous variable that is quite
homogeneous within some regions with abrupt changes between
regions. For example, the low phosphorus concentrations in lakes
of region 50-6 ( less than 5-14 micrograms/I) occur adjacent to
region 50-7 (25 to greater than 50 micrograms/I). Variation
within other regions frequently approaches the full range of
phosphorus variation shown on the map (e.g. region 50-9).
Omernik attributes this pattern to the underlying geological
formations. This example shows the options open in mapping
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Spatial va:dat~Cllhancl the eXist9!'!'? ot a~en'l:.,both tor and
againat the recjional model. 'In ·ca.e. like thia it i. hIportant
to have aeee.. to data quality statement., tor exaapl. an index
expr••sing the percentage ot into~tion lost by grouping (or
clustering) heterogeneous observations into unitorm regions.

On the one hand, since the concept has now been used in
some states one could argue that it turther development is
necessary, it could" be done by the state.. & oaretul aD.ly.i.,
howev.r, deaou.tr.t•• th.t there .re • uuaber ot r.-a1uiu9
re••aroh que.tiou., ...y ot whloh are ~r••ttloi.atly .dar••••d
at the ••tloaal level. Al.o, some national coordination will
help state. to u•• a con.istent regionalization proce.s and solve
the ne.d tor state. to cooperate on .hared ecoregions.
Theretore, EPA is the lO9ical source tor furth.r development.

3.2.7 State Water Quality Uses.

The successful use of ecoregions by several states is a
strong testimonial to the usefulne.s at ecoreqions at the state
level. Arkansas adopted an ecoreqional tramework to identify
natural differences in existinq and achieVable chemical quality
and biotic assemblaqes in streams.

The Ohio EPA has used the ecoreqional tramework to develop
biological criteria. The Minnesota Pollution Control Aq.ncy used
an ecoregional tramework to summarize existinq lake chemistry and
derive appropriate achievable reqional qoals and criteria for
lake quality. The ecoreqional framework is also a convenient and
effective way to orqanize, present, and interpret lake and stream
water quality informa~ion.

A variety of data analyses can be used to test/evaluate the
correspOndence between ecoregion. and spatial pattern. at data 
dot maps, boxplot., multivariate ordination (e.q., principal
components analyse., detrended correspondence analysis) and
specie. profiles. These technique. have been used to evaluate
ecoregions in a qualitative way (i.e., do data di.tributions loo~

difterent for the regions?). See for example Lyons (1989) and
Huqh•• et al. (1987). Some ot these technique. can al.o be used
to more rigorously te.t the ecoregions in a stati.tical manner
that incorporates an acceptable level of uncertainty. Qne has t"
make sure the scale and resolution at the ecoreqions fit the
application. At the national level, less resolution means qiVl~q

up some ot the scientitic precision~ however, the larger
qeoqraphic ecoreqion. are needed for a national tramework.

EPA has a .ignificant role to help state. and other agencl ••
to pertorm ·similar evaluations. The Ecoregion Concept is beinq
adopted by s.veral states, and extended to lower level. of
qeneralization (smaller reqions). The 8Ubooa.1ttee r.o~eD4.

th.~ SPA provide .4vioe OD .ethod. for de~eraiaia9 regio.. .t
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lower le.el., datininq reterenca area. and alao tor .alidatinq
th.. throuqb atati.tical and other te.ta. EPA should provide
technical support, training and research to help states develop
local regionalizations.

3.3 Application.

The Subcommittee was asked to identify so.e current and
future applications for the Ecoregion concept.

In order to illustrate the appropriate applications for
regionalizations, it would be useful to have exa.ples of
ecological prob1e.s for which c.ernik's ecoregions and other
ecoregions are not useful, to contrast with the appropriate
applications in the docu.entation (Gallant et a1., 1989).
Several additional pieces ot information about the variables used
to delineate the boundaries would .ake the maps more useful. The
scale and accuracy of the individual variables should be linked
Objectively to the applications. What resolution of soil mapping
is needed to support a particUlar number of eventual regions?
The weights given to each of the variables shOUld be made
explicit in the documentation for the regionalization.

The Subcommittee conoluded that the Booregion concept has
many potentially usetul applioation.. It could be the scientific
basis for defining the quality or characteristic of an ecosystem
within a particular area that is not influenced by anthropogenic
stress. This requires further development of the reference site
concept within a region and a better understanding and array of
biological criteria or parameters to be measured. However, the
Subcommittee teels that the concept can be used now by states in
their progr... to .ake greater use ot bioloqical criteria as a
water quality .anagement tool, it they hava valid estimates of
natural variability, procedure. tor selecting reterence sites,
and subdivide the ecoregions to re.olve boundaries or indicate
the contidence in boundaries. The existence of the O.ernik
ecoregions map provides a useful initial framework for water
quality and some resource manage.ent issues. Of course with time
and use, boundaries may be adjusted, added, or deleted, and other
regionalizations may prove more useful.

Bcoreqiona provide a geographic conte~t tor detining
biological criteria. The Subcommittee supports the concept of
developing biological criteria as co.plements to chemical
criteria and toxicological evaluations in managing the quality o(
aquatic resources. However, the Subcommittee recommend. that the
metrics and technioal guidance tor establishing biological
criteria (which are suggested guidelines) be caretully ravie.e4
prior to their implementation as water quality standard. (Which
are regulatory requirements). While diagnostic metrics like the
Index of Biotic Integrity and Index of community Integrity (two
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met~ics discussed du~ing the ~eview meeting), may p~ove to be
usetul and valid as biological c~iteria, an in depth analysis of
the scientitic basis and geog~aphic limitation. ot the.e and
othe~ candidate metrics are needed. Just as the guideline tor
developing national wate~ quality criteria benetited by in depth
scientific review, it is likely that the same will be true for
the biological criteria concept.

Some of the other potential areas of application include the
following:

1. Setting p~iorities and compare ~esou~ces needed fo~

monito~ing diffe~ent types of ecosystems,

2. Providing a framework for a "Natural History" invento~y

of the Nation's ecosystems,

3. Selecting monitoring sites, i.e., in the Environmental
Monitoring and Assessment program, ecological study sites,
bioengineered microorganism releases, new pesticide registration,
etc,

4. Estimating the potential for restoration and remediation
within geographic areas,

5. Transferring studies and ecological understanding from
one ecoregion to another ecoregion to save the cost of
duplicating studies,

6. Providing an easier means of explaining ecosystems to
the Public and a holistic method of looking at ecosystems for
environmental managers,

7. Using biological criteria in the concept of resource
management to integrate all perturbations (point source, non
point source, habitat destruction, etc.) into a single
quantifiable parameter,

8. Providing a framework for (1) assessing national issues,
(2) setting national goals, (3) planning resource use, and (4)
summari2ing and reporting accomplishments.

The SAa .Uboomaittee encourage. support by the EPA tor
ecoregion proqr... to better a.sure their develop.ent and
appropriate U.e. zt i. the SAD sUbcomaittee'. expectation, that
scorsgion. viII be a valuable adjunot to ezi.ting vater
quality manag..ent tools, it it is properly supported vith
technical guidanoe and ussr assistanoe.

4.0 RESEARCH HBSDS

Although the SUbcommittee f.sls that the .ooregion concept
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i. &B .tfort~ha~ vi11 ~l~i.&~.iy cOB~ri~~. ~o &chieviB9 va~.r
qoa1. iB ~h. VBi~.4 8~a~••• v. r.c~B4 ~h.~ i~. iap1..ea~a~ioB
iB~O ~h. raqal~~ory proc••• b. 40B. qr.4~a11y &10B9 vi~h

s~ppor~iB9 r •••arch. Our sugqestions on ~esearch needs follow:
1. oevelop a pilo~ project to determine whether defined

ecoregions perform better than less sophisticated
regionalizations for environmental .anaqa.ent pu~oses.

2. Research on quantifying the delineation of ecoreqions

3. Research on application of the ecoregion concept to
large rivers, lakes, and estuaries.

4. Workshops and pUblications of ecosyste. applications to
broaden awareness.

5. Develop quantitative techniques for evaluation of
ecoregion concepts for specific applications.

6. Research in support of developing criteria for selecting
reference sites.

7. Research" to develop methods to better describe
variability within an ecoregion and the effects of perturbations.

8. Research on identifyinq biological endpoints or criteria
and their natural variability, sensitivity, and response ti.e.

9. Research on describing or depicting the uncertainty of
bounda~ locations.

The subco..ittee reco..ends that EPA reasse~le the team
which has developed the Ecoregion concept with a viable, well
funded progra. to advance the knOWledge they have already
developed and to provide technical support to users.

17



5 • 0 Stl1IDIl1' O. Uc'!C)Ir4MDATIOliS

overall, the Suboo..ittee tind. that Booregion. and
regionali.ation are valvable oonoept. tor environaental
manag..ent and pollution oontrol, and the SUboomaittee enoourag••
the Ag.noy to r••uae dev.lop••nt and te.ting of the conc.pt to
as•••• its str.ngtb. and limitation. tor turtber application•.
EPA needs to demonstrate not only that its Ecoregion Concept is
useful but that it outperforms other forms of regionalization in
its particular application areas. It is important to find out
where ecoregions perform well and where they do not, and it is
worth expending significant resources on this eftort. The
Subcommittee recommends that EPA develop a pilot project to test
the performance ot the defined ecoregions against other
regionalization schemes.

The Subcommittee recommends that the metrics and technical
guidance for establishing biological criteria be carefully
reviewed prior to their implementation in establishing
biologically based water quality standards.

The subcommittee is concerned that selection criteria are
not SUfficiently specific to encourage consistent and unbiased
selection of regional reference sites. The criteria should
include the use of a large number of sites within the region to
get a reasonable estimate of natural variability.

The regionalization process should include a formal
objective protocol, with explicit QA/QC standards, and associated
quantification expected performance of a regionalization map.
Very little has been done, to date, in the direction of
accomplishing this.

The Subcommittee concluded that the Ecoregion Concept has
many potentiallY useful applications if proper guidance is
provided, particularly for state users. Ecoregions could be the
scientific basis for defining the highest level of quality that
is attainable by an ecosystem, if the reference site concept
within a region is refined and other recommended research is
completed. Guidance should also explain special problems, such
as how to treat large rivers that cross ecoregion boundaries.

The Subcommittee also recommends that EPA 1) initiate
additional research, an aggressive transfer of technology to
users through workshops, technical support documents, and
guidance: and 2) continue demonstrations of ecoregion
applicability. The SUbcommittee concludes that the Ecoregion
Concept has applications to states for water quality management.

A specific ecoregion evaluation plan should be incorporated
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into the EMAP ptdqram, a proqraawhich will have "a broad network
or monitoring stations established throughout the United states.
The EPA t_ which has developed the ecoregion approach must be
held toqether with a viable, well-funded proqram to advance the
knowledge it has already developed. Present ecoregion boundaries
should be subdivided by higher resolution boundaries when
necessary to produce maps at the appropriate resource level for
an assessment or research project.

While some of the above comments may appear critical, they
should not be taken as a jUdqment on the quality of the
ecoregions research at EPA, or on the underlying validity of the
ecoregions concept. On the contrary, given the level of funding.
the accomplishments of the ecoreglons research effort are
excellent.
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Appendix A. Examples of Testing Ecoregions

To t ..~ the effectiveness of a reqionalization scheme is
not a straightforward exercise. One approach is to evaluate the
hypothesis of randomness as illustrated by the Lyons (1989) paper
on wisconsin fish assemblages. Lyons uses a form of cluster
analysis to group samples of fish abundance data into four
groups, using 40 samples each from brooks, creeks and small
rivers in the four major ecoregions of Wisconsin. Agreements
between clusters and ecoregions range from 37.5' to 45', and are
all found to be significant. However the nUll, or alternative
hypothesis being rejected in this case is that places have been
randomly and independently assigned to regions. For this to be
possible, regions would have to be highly contorted and
fragmented. The fact that regions are compact and singly bounded
ensures a high degree of non-independence. Thus the test has
merely established that a set of compact, singly bounded regions
performs better than a set of fragmented, contorted ones, not
that the ecoregions perform better than some other set of
regions. It would not be difficult to repeat the test using
random divisions of Wisconsin into four regions of approximately
equal size, and determi~e whether the ecoregion division
performed significantly better in its agreement with the fish
abundance data. The chances of doing this do not seem to be very
high using Lyons' data. Despite the quoted significance levels,
comparison of the number of samples showing agreement between
fish abundance cluster and ecoregion versus the number expected
by chance (£rom Table 3) are shown below.

Chi-square
Brooks
A/CHF
B/CRT
C/NLF
D/SEP

Values for Fish
Observed

2
9
2
2

ASSimblag@§
Expected

.75
6.75
1.25
1.25

in Wisconsin Ecoreqions

Creeks Observed Expected
A/CHF 2 .50
B/ORT 2 1.25
C/NLF 3 2.75
D/SEP 9 6.50

Rivers Observed Expected
A/CHF 5 1.25
B/ORT 4 2.25
C/NLF 3 2.75
D/SEP 6 3.75

CHF North Central Hardwood Forests
DRT Driftless Area
NLF Northern Lakes and Forests
SEP Southeastern Wisconsin Till Plains
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A comparison or .coreqions to riv.r basin. would also b. logical
sine. bastna have been the region. mo.t otten us.d tor water
resource a••••sment••

Gallant et al, (1989) provid.s anoth.r example ot the
ditticulty ot ettectiv. testing. Figure 3-1 show. total
phosphOrus levels ov.r Ohio, along with the boundaries at the
five ecoregions present. Becaus. ot the high lev.l ot spatial
autocorrelation ot total pho.phoru. levels, it is untortunately
true that almost any set ot region. would show some degree of
within-region homog.n.ity ot valu... Homogeneity would b. quite
strong for any reqionalization which pr.serv.d the basic
structure at spatial variation in Ohio, which is strongest in a
NW-SE transect. For exampl., divi.ion by tour parallel lines
aligned NE-SW would almost certainly pertorm a. well as the
division into ecoregions. Her. again, the problem is not to
demonstrate that ecoregions pertorm better than no regions, but
better than other, less w.ll intormed sets at reqions, and
signiticantly better than a random regionalization. Tests such
as ANOVA or chisquare, which assume independence at observations
in the null hypothesis, represent an inappropriate alternative,
since independence implies intinitelY contorted and tragmented
regions.

The paper on oregon fish populations ( Hughes, et. al.,
1987) compares the correspondence between clustered tish samples
and two sets at regions, and com.s closer to an ettective
comparison between ecoregions and other regionalizations. Figure
3 (from Hughes et. al., 1987) shows tish assemblage. clustered
into eight classes, and mapped over the boundaries at the eight
ecoregions present in oregon, and the 10 phy.iographic provinces.
From these data it is possible to count the numb.rs ot
occurrences of each tish cluster in each region. One indicator
at goodness ot tit is the number ot tish samples which do not
belong to the commonest cluster tound in a given region. For
example, in the Coast Range ecoregion there are 13 samples in
fish cluster 1 and 2 in fish cluster 3. It there were perfect
correspondence betwe.n ecoregions and tish clusters w. would
expect all sampl•• in this region to fall in the same cluster,
presumably cluster 1. Thus we can int.r 2 misclas.itications.

For the 8 ecoreqions the total number at misclassitication.
on the map i. 22: tor the 10 physiographic province. it is 20.
Ecoregion..... to perform no better than physiographic provtn~.,

at predicting tish popUlations in this example.

Given.thes. examples, there se.m. to be a pr••sing need to
find areas in which ecoregions do outpertorm other, Ie••
sophisticated regionalizations, and to gain a better picture cf
the applications for which they pertorm well, and those for wh,_~

they are not appropriate. In fact, the Subcommittee recommends
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that EPA develop a pilot project now to test the performance of
the EPA ecoreqions aqainst other possible ecoreqions or
reqionaliz.tio~ schemes, before embarkinq on major research,
development or reqionalization efforts. Such a project should
also provide valuable information for other aspects of ecoreqions
and ecoreqion research.
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